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We construct a self-adjoint operator associated with the following given set of
 4  4eigenvalues: an q c j an q b . This problem arises in sampling theorynFy1 nG 0
and deals with the construction of an interpolating basis associated with a given set
of sampling points, the so-called two sided cardinal series. In order to solve this
inverse spectral problem we shall need to extend the Gelfand]Levitan theory to
operators close to the Laguerre differential operator. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn 12 , it is asked whether one can find a differential operator with
 4  4eigenvalues an q c j an q b , where b / c and a ) 0. It isnFy1 nG 0
readily seen that a rescaling and translation yield
 4  4an q c j an q b s a.s q b ,nFy1 nG0
where
 4  4s [ n q b j n . 1.1 .nFy1 nG0
For the sake of simplicity, in all that follows we shall assume that
c y b
b [ g 0, 1 . .
a
 .Indeed, if c y b ra is not an integer, then we can always translate by the
 . .  .greatest integer in c y b ra . The case when c y b ra is an integer is
trivial and is not considered. Thus we only need to find an operator L,
whose spectrum is given by s , because the spectrum of aL q b is given by
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a.s q b which solves the preceding problem. Our basic idea is to see s as
a perturbation of the discrete spectrum,
 4s [ n ,nG00
 4by the set n q b and then use inverse spectral methods. A simplenFy1




 .where N R is the number of eigenvalues whose magnitudes are less than
R, shows that s cannot be the spectrum of an operator generated by
 2 2 .  .  .y d rdx q q x on 0, ` and so the classical Gelfand]Levitan theorem
w x w xis not applicable, see 9 and 8, p. 42 . By the comparison of the self-ad-
joint operators theorem, we need an operator whose spectrum is discrete,
and whose eigenvalues are asymptotically close to integers, to satisfy
conditions of the factorization theorem, and existence of transformation
 w x.operator, see 1 . To this end, we recall that the Laguerre differential
operator defined by
l f x [ ye x xeyx f 9 x 9, x ) 0, .  .  . .
L f '0  xf 9 x ª 0, as x ª 0 .
2  .yxis a self-adjoint operator acting in the space L 0, ` and its spectrume d x
w xis precisely given by s , see 6 . The corresponding eigenfunctions are the0
 .well-known Laguerre polynomials, L x . Following the footsteps of then
Gelfand]Levitan theory we shall look for a perturbation or a potential
 .  .q x such that the spectrum of the perturbed operator L [ L q q x ,1 0
that is
d df¡ x yxL f [ ye xe q q x f x , x ) 0, .  .  .1~  /dx dx¢xf 9 x ª 0, as x ª 0 .
is given by s . Recall that one needs more than a spectrum to recover the
 .potential q x uniquely, but the spectral function which contains the
information on both the eigenvalues and the norms of the corresponding
 .eigenfunctions. For example, if G l denotes the spectral function associ-0
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5  .5ated with L , and because L x s 1, then0 n
¡ 1, if l G 0,~ 0Fl -lG l s . n0 ¢
0, if l - 0,
 4where l g s s 0, 1, 2, . . . , . For L , the spectral function is defined byn 0 1
¡G l , if l G 0, .0
~ 1G l s .1 , if l - 0, 2¢ bnlFl -0n
where l g s and the constants b are to be chosen appropriately in then n
next sections. Clearly
0, if l G 0,¡
1~G l y G l s .  .1 0 , if l - 0 2¢ bnlFl -0n
is a step function with jumps at l [ n q b , n s y1, y2, y3, . . . .n
2. ANALYTIC EXTENSION OF THE LAGUERRE
POLYNOMIALS
 .Recall that the Laguerre polynomials L x can be defined via then
Rodrigues formula,
e x dn
n yxL x s x e , n s 0, 1, 2, . . . . 2.1 .  .  .n nn! dx
In order to compare L and L , it is essential to define the eigenfunctions1 0
 .L x for l s n q b , where 0 - b - 1, and n s y1, y2, . . . but unfortu-n n
 .nately 2.1 holds for positive integers only. A natural extension of the nth
 .derivation in 2.1 over the set,
 4D [ R y 0, y1, y2, y3, . . . , yn , . . .G
is well known in fractional calculus and is given by the Riemann]Liouville
integral of order n y b ,
nq1
xy1 . nyby1x ynqb yty x , yn q b s ? e ? sin bp x y t t e dt. .  .  .H
p 0
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An even simpler extension is provided in the theory of special functions
w xby a well-known formula, see 2, p. 314 ,
x
`e
n yt’L x s t I 2 xt e dt , n g N. 2.2 .  . .Hn 0n! 0
If we denote by




ynqb yt’y x , yn q b s t I 2 xt e dt. .  .H 0G yn q b q 1 . 0
Using the uniform convergence of the expansion of the Bessel function,
we formally obtain
y x , yn q b .
x
`e
ynqb yt’s t I 2 xt e dt , yn q b g N .H 0G yn q b q 1 . 0
kx
`e y1 . kynqb yts t xt e dt .H 2G yn q b q 1 . 0 k! .kG0
kx k
`e y1 x . ynqbqk yts t e dt H2G yn q b q 1 . 0k! .kG0
kx ke y1 x .
s G yn q b q k q 1 . . 2G yn q b q 1 . k! .kG0
Clearly,
kx 1 akxy x , yn q b F e , 2.3 .  .  /k! k! a0kG0
where
a [ G yn q b q k q 1 , k s 0, 1, 2, . . . . .k
LEMMA 2.1. We ha¨e the following upper bound,
1 ak
sup F n y 1 !. .
k! akG0 0
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Proof. It is readily seen that
G b y n q k q 1 s b y n q k ??? b y n q 1 G b y n q 1 , .  .  .  .
ak s b y n q k ??? b y n q 1 , .  .
a0
and, if n ) k, then
ak s b y n q k ??? b y n q 1 .  .
a0
s n y b y k ??? n y b y 1 .  .
F n y k ??? n y 1 .  .
n y 1 ! .
F .
n y k y 1 ! .
Also, if 0 - n F k,
ak s b y n q k ??? b ??? b y n q 1 .  .
a0
F k y n q 1 ! n y 1 !, .  .
< <and so using the simple fact that 1 F k y n q 1 !F k!, we end up with
ak
sup F n y 1 !. .
k!akG0 0
 .Therefore the series defining y x, yn q b converges uniformly and we
call these functions the Laguerre functions. We now need to show that the
previous series satisfies the Laguerre equation,
e x xeyx y9 x , yn q b 9 q yn q b y x , yn q b s 0. 2.4 .  .  .  . .
PROPOSITION 2.2. The Laguerre functions are defined for n s 1, 2, 3, . . .
by
ky1 a . kx ky x , yn q b s e x , for n s 1, 2, 3, . . . , 2.5 .  . 2k! a .kG0 0
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and they satisfy
¡l y x , yn q b s yn q b y x , yn q b , n s 1, 2, 3, . . . , .  .  .~y 0, yn q b s 1, .¢ yxxe y9 x , yn q b ª 0 as x ª 0. .
 .  .Proof. It is readily seen from 2.5 that y 0, yn q b s 1 and
yx  .xe y9 x, yn q b ª 0 as x ª 0. For the differential equation we only
need to see that
a xe x y9 x , yn q b 9 . .0
k ky1 a y1 a .  .k kk 2 ky1s k q 1 x q k x . 2 2k! k! .  .kG0 kG1
k ky1 a y1 a .  .k kk ky1s k q 1 x q x . 2 2k y 1 ! .k! .kG0 kG1
k ky1 a y1 a .  .k kq1k ks k q 1 x y x . 2 2k!k! .kG0 kG0
k ky1 a y1 k q 1 a .  .  .k kk ks k q 1 x y x . 2 2k!k! .kG0 kG0
ky1 a . k ky yn q b x .  2k!kG0
s y yn q b a y x , yn q b . .  .0
 .  .Hence y x, yn q b is a solution of the differential equation 2.4 .
Remark. It is interesting to notice that because yn q b f s , i.e., is0
 . 2  .yxnot an eigenvalue of L , then y x, yn q b f L 0, ` . Furthermore0 e d x
 .because yn q b is not in the essential spectrum, y x, yn q b cannot be
 .a functional in some rigged spaces. Thus the solution y x, yn q b should
grow faster than a certain power, which explains the exponential upper
w x w xbound, see 1 and 5, Vol. 3, p. 204 .
PROPOSITION 2.3. The following estimate is ¨alid for n s 1, 2, . . . , m s
 .0, 1, 2, . . . , and b g 0, 1 ,
m. m 2 xy x , yn q b F n y 1 !2 e . 2.6 .  .  .
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 .Proof. First we start with m s 0, and we deduce from 2.3 and Lem-
ma 2.1,
2 xy x , yn q b F n y 1 !e , n s 1, 2, . . . . .  .
To prove the estimate on the derivative, let
ky1 a . kyx kF x [ e y x , yn q b s x , .  .  2k! a .kG0 0
and so
ky1 a . km. kymF x s x .  k y m !a k! .  .0kGm
kym1 a xkF sup , /k! a k y m ! .kGm 0 kGm
thus
m. xF x F e n y 1 !. .  .
Thus it follows from the Leibnitz formula that
jsm
m. x j  j.y x , g s e C F x .  . m
js0
jsm
x j  j.F e C sup F x , . m / 0FjFmjs0
j   . .where C s m!r j! m y j ! are the binomial coefficients and this leadsm
to
m. m 2 xy x , yn q b F 2 n y 1 !e . .  .
3. THE TRANSMUTATION
The previous simple extension of the Laguerre polynomials to the
Laguerre functions, i.e., when l s yn q b - 0, allows us to define the
following transformation operator,
x
ytw x , l s y x , l q K x , t y t , l e dt , x ) 0, l g D , 3.1 .  .  .  .  .H G
0
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 .where w x, l are the solutions of
lw x , l q q x w x , l s lw x , l , x ) 0, .  .  .  .
3.2 . w 0, l s 1, xw9 x , l ª 0, as x ª 0, .  .
 .  .and w 0, l s 1 is a normalization condition. The kernel K x, t satisfies
 .some interesting equations: If we assume that K x, t is smooth then
 .from 3.1 ,
x
ytlw x , l s l y x , l q l K x , t y t , l e dt .  .  .  .H
0
d
xs l y x , l y e .
dx
x
yx yx yt= xe K x , x y x , l e q K x , t y t , l e dt .  .  .  .H x /0
d
x y2 x yxs l y x , l y e xe K x , x y x , l y xe K x , x y x .  .  .  .  .xdx
x
x yx yty e xe K x , t ye dt. . .H x x
0
 .  .Multiply 3.1 by q x ,
x




ytlw x , l s l y x , l q l K x , t y t , l e dt .  .  .  .H
0
x
yts l y x , l y K x , t te y9 t , l 9 dt .  .  . .H
0
tsxyt yts l y x , l q yK x , t te y9 t , l q K x , t te y t , l .  .  .  .  .t ts0
x
t yt yty e K x , t te y t , l e dt .  . .H t t
0
s l y x , l y K x , x xeyx y9 x , l q K x , x xeyx y x , l .  .  .  .  .t
x
yt t yt yt<q K x , t te y e K x , t te y t , l e dt. .  .  . .ts0 Ht t t
0
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 .Using 3.2 we obtain
d
x y2 x yx yxq x y e xe K x , x y x , l y xe K x , x y K x , x xe .  .  .  .  . . x tdx
yt < yx= y x , l q K x , t te q K x , x xe y9 x , l .  .  .  .ts0t
x ­ ­ ­ ­
t yt x yxq q x q e te y e xe .H  /  /­ t ­ t ­ x ­ x0
= K x , t y t , l eyt dt s 0, 3.3 .  .  .
or
d d
x y2 x yxq x y e xe K x , x y xe K x , x y x , l .  .  .  . .
dx dx
x
yt yt<qK x , t te q l y l q q x K x , t y t , l e dt s 0. .  .  .  .ts0 Ht x t
0
We shall need the following
 .  .  .LEMMA 3.1. Assume that A x , C x , and B x, t are smooth and
x
ytC x q A x y x , l q B x , t y t , l e dt s 0, .  .  .  .  .H
0
for l s 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
 .  .  .then A x s C x s B x, t s 0.
Proof. For a fixed x the integral term represents the Laguerre trans-
form, and so by the Parseval equality we have
2
C x q A x y x , n - `, x ) 0. 3.4 .  .  .  .
nG0
w xUsing the asymptotics of the Laguerre polynomials, 7, p. 87 ,
x r2e 1 p’y x , n f cos 2 nx y , as n ª `, . 1r41r4  /’ 4np x
 .we deduce that if 3.4 holds, then
lim C x q A x y x , n [ C x s 0. .  .  .  .
nª`
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 .Hence 3.4 reduces to
2 2
A x y x , n - `, x ) 0, 3.5 .  .  .
nG0
which is equivalent to
2 ’` cos 2 nx y pr4 . .2
A x dn - `, x ) 0. . H ’n1
 .Because the integral is divergent we must have A x s 0. Hence we are
left with
x
yt  4B x , t y t , l e dt s 0, for l g s s 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , .  .H 0
0
` <  . < 2 ytwhich obviously by the Parseval equality implies that H B x, t e dt s 0.0
 .The smoothness of B x, t then implies the results.
 .Using the foregoing lemma we deduce from 3.3 .
 .  . 2 .  .PROPOSITION 3.2. Assume that K x, t in 3.1 is C 0, x , then w x, l
 .is a solution of 3.2 if and only if
¡l K x , t s l K x , t q q x K x , t , .  .  .  .t x
d d
yx x y2 x~q x s yxe K x , x y e xe K x , x , 3.6 .  .  .  .
dx dx
yt¢ <K x , t te s 0. . ts0t
We now try to characterize the solution of the inverse operator,
x
yty x , l s w x , l q H x , t w t , l e dt , x ) 0, l g D . 3.7 .  .  .  .  .H G
0
 .  .Again, if H x, t is smooth, then by differentiating 3.7 we obtain
y9 x , l .
x
yx yts w9 x , l q H x , x w x , l e q H x , t w t , l e dt , .  .  .  .  .H x
0
e x xeyx y9 x , l 9 . .
d
x yx x y2 xs e xe w9 x , l 9 q e H x , x w x , l xe .  .  . .  .
dx
x




l y x , l .
x
yt yts lw x , l q H x , t y te w9 t , l 9 q q t w t , l e dt , .  .  .  .  . .H
0
which reduces to
l y x , l .
x
t yt yts lw x , l q ye te H x , t q q t H x , t w t , l e dt .  .  .  .  . .H t t
0
tsxyt ytq yH x , t te w9 t , l q te H x , t w t , l .  .  .  . .t ts0
x
t yt yts lw x , l q ye te H x , t q q t H x , t w t , l e dt .  .  .  .  . .H t t
0
yt yxy te H x , t y H x , x xe w9 x , l .  .  .t ts0
q xeyxH x , x w x , l . .  . .t
From Proposition 2.2, we deduce that
d
x y2 x yxe H x , x w x , l xe q H x , x w x , l xe y q x w x , l .  .  .  .  .  . . xdx
x
yt ytq l y l q q t H x , t w t , l e dt y te H x , t .  .  .  . .H t x t ts0
0
y H x , x xeyxw9 x , l q xeyxH x , x w x , l s 0, .  .  .  . .t
which reduces to
d d
x y2 x yxw x , l yq x q e H x , x xe q xe H x , x .  .  .  . .
dx dx
x
yt ytq l y l q q t H x , t w t , l e dt y te H x , t s 0. .  .  .  . .H t x t ts0
0
3.8 .
 .  .  .LEMMA 3.3. If C x , A x , and B x, t are smooth functions and
x
ytC x q A x w x , l q B x , t w t , l e dt s 0, l g s , .  .  .  .  .H
0
then
C x s A x s B x , t s 0. .  .  .
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Proof. We only need to use the fact that for positive integers, l s n,
 .3.1 ,
x
ytw x , n s y x , n q K x , t y t , n e dt , .  .  .  .H
0
and so as n ª `, the asymptotics yield
x
ytK x , t y t , n e dt .  .H
0
x1 p 1
y1r4 ytr2’s K x , t t cos 2 nt y e dt q o . .H 1r41r4  /  /’ 4 nn p 0
From the Lebesgue]Riemann theorem it follows,
x K x , t p . yt r2’cos 2 nt y e dtH 1r4  /4t0
px’ 22 ys r2’ ’s s K x , s cos 2 s n y e ds .H  /40
s o 1 , as n ª `. .
Hence,
1
w x , n s y x , n q o , .  . 1r4 /n
1 1 p
yt’w x , n f cos 2 nt y e , as n ª `. . 1r41r4  /’ 4np t
The proof of the lemma is completed by repeating the same argument as
in Lemma 3.1. The preceding results can be summarized in the following
 .  . 2 .  .PROPOSITION 3.4. If H x, t in 3.7 is C 0, x , then w x, l is a
 .solution of 3.2 if and only if
¡l H x , t s l H x , t q q t H x , t , .  .  .  .t x
d d
yx x y2 x~q x s yxe H x , x y e xe H x , x , 3.9 .  .  .  .
dx dx
yt¢ <H x , t te s 0. . ts0t
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 .  .The existence of the kernels K x, t and H x, t follow from solving a
certain linear integral equation which is dealt with in the next section. We
now need to define the transforms associated with both operators L and0
L . Let1
Fi2 2
yxL 0, ` ª L , i s 0, 1. .e d x dGi
`
yxF f l [ f x y x , l e dx , and .  .  .  .H0
0
f x [ F f n y x , n , .  .  .  . 0
nG0
`
yxF f l [ f x w x , l e dx , and .  .  .  .H1
0
f x [ F f l w x , l , .  .  .  . 1
lgs
where l g D .G
4. LINEAR INTEGRAL EQUATION
The solution of the inverse problem by the Gelfand]Levitan theory is
obtained by solving the following linear integral equation,
x
ysF x , t q K x , t q K x , s F s, t e ds s 0, where 0 - t - x , .  .  .  .H
0
4.1 .
 .where the kernel F x, t is
`
F x , t s y x , l y t , l d G y G l .  .  .  .  .H 1 0
y`
y x , n q b y t , n q b .  .
s , 4.2 . 2bnnFy1
where we obviously choose
b s n! and b s 1, where n s 0, 1, 2, . . . ,yn n
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to guarantee the convergence of 4.2. From the growth of the sequence of
b , we obtain the following result,n
 .PROPOSITION 4.1. F x, t is infinitely many times differentiable
 .  .Proof. Indeed observe that F x, t is symmetric and using 2.6 , we
clearly have
­ mF y m. x , n q b y t , n q b .  .
x , t s . m 2­ x bnnFy1
m m.­ F y x , n q b y t , n q b .  .
x , t F . m 2­ x bnnFy1
` m 2 x 2 t2 n y 1 !e n y 1 !e .  .
F  2n! .ns1
` 1
2 xq2 t mF e 2  2nns1
p 2
m 2 xq2 tF 2 e .
6
 .Therefore F x, t is infinitely many times differentiable.
 . 2  .yxPROPOSITION 4.2. For all f x g L 0, ` with compact support, wee d x
ha¨e
2
F f l .0 n 2
yxs 0 « f x s 0, in L . . e d x2bnl gsn
 4`  .Proof. It enough to see that s s n ; s , and so F f n s 0 for0 ns0 0
n s 0, 1, 2, . . . . Hence by the inverse Laguerre transform we obtain
f x s F f n L x s 0. .  .  . 0 n
nG0
 .PROPOSITION 4.3. The linear integral equation 4.1 has a unique solution
 .K x, t .
Proof. By the Fredholm alternative the existence of a unique solution
 .of the integral equation 4.1 is equivalent to the fact that the homoge-
 .neous equation has only the trivial solution. Let f x be a solution of the
homogeneous equation,
x
ysf t q f s F s, t e ds s 0. .  .  .H
0
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 . ytThen multiplying by f t e and integrating between 0 and x the previous
equation,
x x x2 yt ys ytf t e dt q f s F s, t e ds f t e dt s 0, .  .  .  .H H H
0 0 0
x 2 ytf t e dt .H
0
x x `
ys ytq y s, l y t , l d G y G l f s e ds f t e dt s 0, .  .  .  .  .  .H H H 1 0
0 0 y`
x ` x2 yt ysf t e dt q f s y s, l e ds .  .  .H H H /0 y` 0
x
yt= f t y t , l e dt d G y G l s 0, .  .  .  .H 1 0 /0
x ` 22 ytf t e dt q F f l d G y G l s 0, .  .  .  . .H H 0 1 0
0 y`
x ` `2 22 ytf t e dt y F f l G l q U f l dG l s 0, .  .  .  .  . .  .H H H0 0 0 1
0 y` y`
` 2
F f l dG l s 0, .  . .H 0 1
y`
2
F f l .0 n s 0. 2bnngs
 .This last equation implies that f t s 0. Hence we proved that for
0 - t - x ,
x
ysf t q f t F s, t e ds s 0 « f t s 0, .  .  .  .H
0
 .which means that the solution to 4.1 exists and is unique in the space
mw xC 0, x , because the Fredholm alternative holds. We now state the main
theorem of this work.
 . ` .THEOREM 4.4. There exists a unique function q x g C 0, ` such that
2  .yxthe self-adjoint operator acting in L 0, ` defined bye d x
d d¡ x yxLf [ ye xe f q q x f x , .  .~  /dx dx¢xf 9 x ª 0, as x ª 0 .
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 4  4  .has its spectrum defined by s [ n q b j n , b g 0, 1 andnFy1 nG 0
5  .5 5  .5w x, yn q b s n! for n s 1, 2, . . . , and w x, n s 1 for n s
0, 1, 2, . . . .
 .Proof. Proposition 4.1 guarantees the smoothness of F x, t and so the
Fredholm alternative holds. Proposition 4.2 guarantees the existence of a
 .unique solution K x, t of the linear integral equation. By a standard
w x  .  .lemma, see 10, p. 273 , the solution K x, t will be as smooth as F x, t ,
`  .that is C and the first step is to show that it is a solution 3.6 . To this end
x yx  ..  .apply the Laguerre differential operator l f [ ye xe f 9 x 9 to 4.1x
for 0 - t - x,
d
x y2 xl F x , t q l K x , t y e K x , x F x , t xe .  .  .  .x x dx
x
yx ysyxe K x , x F x , t q l K x , s F s, t e ds s 0. .  .  .  .Hx x
0
Applying again l , we end up witht
x
ysl F x , t q l K x , t q K x , s l F s, t e ds s 0, .  .  .  .Ht t t
0
where 0 - t - x .
Using the fact that
l F s, t s l F s, t , .  .t s
and integrating by parts, we end up with: for 0 - t - x,
x
ysl F x , t q l K x , t q l K x , s F s, t e ds .  .  .  .Ht t s
0
ssxys ysy K x , s se F s, t q K x , s se F s, t s 0. .  .  .  .x t ss0
From the foregoing equations we deduce: for 0 - t - x,
ytK x , t eytF x , t q l y l K x , t q q x F x , t .  .  .  .  .  .ts0t x t
x




x y2 x yxq x [ ye K x , x xe y xe K x , x . 4.3 .  .  .  .
dx dx
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 .  .Multiply 4.1 by q x and substract it from the preceding equation to
obtain
l y l K x , t y q x K x , t .  .  .  .x t
x
ysq l y l y q x K x , s F s, t e ds s 0. .  .  . .H x s
0
Because the previous homogeneous equation has a unique solution we
obtain
¡l K x , t y l K x , t s q x K x , t , .  .  .  .x t
d d
x y2 x yx~q x s ye K x , x xe y xe K x , x , .  .  .
dx dx¢tK x , t ª 0, t ª 0. .t
Therefore we can define
x
ytw x , l [ y x , l q K x , t y t , l e dt , l g D , .  .  .  .H G
0
 .  .where w x, l will satisfy 3.2 by Proposition 3.2 with
d d
x y2 x yxq x s ye K x , x xe y xe K x , x . .  .  .
dx dx
 .  .From the smoothness of the K x, t we deduce that f x ª
x  .  . ytH K x, t f t e dt is a Volterra integral operator in the space of continu-0
 .ous functions and so there exists a smooth kernel H x, t such that
x
yty x , l s w x , l q H x , t w t , l e dt , l g D . .  .  .  .H G
0
 .It remains to verify that the potential q x will indeed help generate the
required spectrum. For this we only need to check the Parseval equality,
` 12 2yxf x e dx s F f l . .  .  .H 1 n2b0 nl gsn
LEMMA 4.5. We ha¨e
t ysH x , t [ F x , t q K t , s F x , s e ds, 0 F t F x . 4.4 .  .  .  .  .H
0
 .  .Proof. Let us denote by Z x, t the right-hand side of 4.4 , i.e.,
t ysZ x , t [ F x , t q K t , s F x , s e ds, 0 F t F x . 4.5 .  .  .  .  .H
0
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 .  .It is clear that due to the smoothness of F x, t and K x, t we obtain
0 F t F x,
t ysl Z x , t s l F x , t q l K t , s F x , s e ds .  .  .  .Ht t t
0
t yss l F x , t q l K t , s F x , s e ds .  .  .Ht t
0
y et yK t , t tey2 tF x , t y tK t , t F x , t eyt . .  .  .  . . tt
 .  .Using the fact that l F x, t s l F x, t , we deducex t
t ysl Z x , t s l F x , t q l K t , s F x , s e ds, .  .  .  .Hx x x
0
t ysl Z x , t s l F x , t q l K t , s F x , s e ds .  .  .  .Hx x s
0
ssxys ysq K t , s se F x , s y K t , s se F x , s , .  .  .  .s s ss0
and




t y2 t ytq t [ ye te K t , t y te K t , t . .  .  .
dt dt
 .Upon using 4.4 , we have
t ysl y l q q t Z x , t s l y l q q t K t , s F x , s e ds s 0. .  .  .  .  . .  .Ht x t s
0
For the boundary condition it is sufficient to see that for x s t, we have
 .  .from 4.5 and 4.1 ,
x
ysZ x , x s F x , x q K x , s F x , s e ds s yK x , x , .  .  .  .  .H
0
 .and so from 4.3 , we obtain
d d
x y2 x yxq x s e Z x , x xe q xe Z x , x . .  .  .
dx dx
The last boundary condition is given by
t ystZ x , t [ tF x , t q tK t , s F x , s e ds ª 0, as t ª 0. .  .  .  .Ht t t
0
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 .Therefore Z x, t satisfies the following,
¡l Z x , t y l Z x , t q q t Z x , t s 0, .  .  .  .t x
d d
x y2 x yx~q x s e Z x , x xe q xe Z x , x , .  .  .
dx dx¢tZ x , t ª 0, as t ª 0, .t
which proves the lemma.
 .We now prove the Parseval formula. Let f x be an arbitrary smooth
function with compact support, then for l g D ,G
F l s F f l .  .  .1
`
yxs f x w x , l e dx .  .H
0
`
yxs f x 1 q K y x , l e dx .  .  .H
0
`
yxs 1 q K* f x y x , l e dx .  .  .H
0
s F 1 q K* f l . .  .0
To obtain the Parseval equality observe that
` 2
F l dG l .  .H 1
y`
` 2s F 1 q K* f l dG l .  .  . .H 0 1
y`
` 2s F 1 q K* f l dG l .  .  . .H 0 0
0
q` 2 w xq F 1 q K* f l d G y G l .  .  . .H 0 1 0
y`
` 2 yxs 1 q K* f x e dx .  .H
0
` `
yx ytq F x , t 1 q K* f t 1 q K* f x e dx e dt .  .  .  .  .H H
0 0
` 2 yxs 1 q K* f x e dx .  .H
0
` `
yt yxq F x , t 1 q K* f t e dt 1 q K* f x e dx , 4.6 .  .  .  .  .  .H H
0 0
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and thus,
q`
ytF x , t 1 q K* f t e dt .  .  .H
0
q`
yts 1 q K F x , t f t e dt .  .  .H
0
x `
yt yts 1 q K F x , t f t e dt q 1 q K F x , t f t e dt .  .  .  .  .  .H H
0 x
x `
yt yts H x , t f t e dt y K t , x f t e dt . 4.7 .  .  .  .  .H H
0 x
Observe that from Lemma 4.5, the linear integral equation can be
written in an operator form,
K q F q KF s H*,
and because the transformation operators verify
1 q K 1 q H s 1, .  .
it follows that
1 q K* 1 q H* s 1. .  .
 .The foregoing relations will help us rewrite 4.7 ,
q`
ytF x , t 1 q K* f t e dt s Hf x y K*f x , .  .  .  .  .H
0
 .and so 4.6 ,
q` q`
yt yxF x , t 1 q K* f t e dt 1 q K* f x e dx .  .  .  .  .H H
0 0
q`
yxs H y K* f x 1 q K* f x e dx .  .  .  .H
0
q`
yxs 1 q K H y K* f x f x e dx .  .  .  .H
0
q`
yxs 1 q K 1 q H y 1 q K* f x f x e dx .  .  .  .  .H
0
q` q`2 yx yxs f x e dx y 1 q K 1 q K* f x f x e dx .  .  .  .  .H H
0 0
q` q`2 2yx yxs f x e dx y 1 q K* f x e dx. .  .  .H H
0 0
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Hence it follows that
` q`2 2 yxF l dG l s f x e dx , .  .  .H H1
y` 0
which is the required Parseval formula and the so the proof of the theorem
is completed.
5. CONCLUSION
We now discuss the remaining cases and how the preceding result can
w xbe used to solve the problem in 12 .
2  .yxDefine in L 0, ` the operator,e d x
Lf [ al f x q aq x q b f x , .  .  . . xf 9 x ª 0, as x ª 0, .
 . x w  . y2 x x yx w  .x  .where q x s ye drdx K x, x xe y xe drdx K x, x and K x, t
is the solution to 4.1. It is readily seen that the eigenvalues belong to s .
 .Indeed if l is an eigenvalue then there exist an eigenfunction w x, l such
that
alw x , l q aq x q b w x , l s lw x , l , .  .  .  . .
l y b
lw x , l q q x w x , l s w x , l . .  .  .  . /a
This means
nsy1l y b c y b ns` 4g n q j n ,ns0 5a a nsy`
ns`nsy1 4  4l g an q c y b q b j an q b ,nsy` ns0
ns`nsy1 4  4l g an q c j an q b ,nsy` ns0
which is the required spectrum.
 .Remark. We now examine the case c y b ra s K q b where K is the
 .greatest integer in c y b ra and K / 0. There are two cases,
v K ) 0 then
nsy1 nsy1 nsKy1 4  4  4n q K q b s n q b j n q b ,nsy` nsy` ns0
ns`nsy1 nsKy1 4  4  4s s n q b j n q b j n ,nsy` ns0 ns0
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and the kernel of the linear integral equation is given by
Ky1
F x , t [ F x , t q y x , n q b y t , n q b , .  .  .  .q
ns0
v K - 0 then
nsy1 nsKy1 4  4n q K q b s n q b ,nsy` nsy`
ns`nsKy1 4  4s s n q b j n ,nsy` ns0
and
y x , n q b y t , n q b .  .
F x , t [ . . y 2bnnFKy1
 .  .It is clear that F x, t has the same properties as F x, t in the case ofy
K s 0, studied previously in Theorem 4.2. Also for the case when K ) 0,
the only difference is a finite sum of well defined Laguerre functions,
x
`e
nqb yt’y t , n q b s t I 2 xt e dt , n q b ) 0. .  .H 0G n q b q 1 . 0
 .  .Hence the existence of the solution K x, t of 4.1 and q x , should not
present any difficulty, because Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 remain valid as
long as s ; s .0
 .COROLLARY 5.1. If c y b ra is not an integer, then there exists a
 . ` .smooth potential q x g C 0, ` such that the self-adjoint operator defined
 .  4  4by L [ aL q aq x q b has an q c j an q b as its spectrum.0 nFy1 nG 0
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